New York and West Coast) lined up for Zoom sessions through October, with more 

Things may look different this fall but the changes are forcing the Shea Center and 

McGuinn Hall: 011, 029, 030, 437, 526 

O'Neill Library: 246, 246A, 247, 248 

and 5 pm. They are: 

Visit the advising Zoom Room here. 

Attend drop-in hours with Ally Galati this week: Monday-Friday, 3- 

about your minor? 

Are you interested in adding a CSOM minor OR do you have questions 

navigate between audit, tax, and advisory. 

abroad, ranging from academics to finances to living in another country. In an open 

me? 

Learn more and sign up here. 

visited the Website for more info on entrepreneurship. 

Entrepreneurship at Boston College that inspires and engages students to make their 

Katherine Osken '19, Marketing Assistant, Workman Publishing 

industry. The panel will be followed by a Q&A. 

Join us in hearing from Alex Mannherz (BC '12) and Maddie Meehan (BC '16) as they 

Thursday, September 10 

For more details and to sign up, click here. 

answer questions about his entrepreneurial journey! 

Fintech 

all the events, recruiting & internship insights from BCIC analysts. 

BC Investment Club - First General Meeting 

General Meeting - BC Venture Capital / Private Equity Association 

Tuesday, September 8 

Check out Morning Brew! 

We are looking for upperclassmen mentors for our AHANA Management Development 

today! 

Sign up to be a mentor through AHANA Management Academy 

Benefits include: 

-Access to speakers & events, including AMA Boston regional events 

Applications Due 9/10. Do you like planning events? Info graphic design? Mentorship? 

accounting. You can check us out on 

the Accounting Academy prepares students for a future career in various fields of 

APPLY: 

Director of Graphics and Content Design - 1 member, all class years 

Interested in joining our team? We have 3 open positions on our e-board that we are 

now and it will allow you to give a one-time donation to the September campaign or 

Be a part of the change. charity: water 

inclusive environment. Learn about our diversity & inclusion initiatives and internal 

Oracle can launch your career in sales and what we're doing to foster a diverse and 

Save the date: Wednesday, October 21st @ 3 pm ET 

Diversity in Sales @ Oracle / How to be an Ally. 

Corporate Banking, Capital Markets & Advisory. 

Reps from AIG Investments are going to be hosting a virtual financial markets panel 

The headlines and studies are pervasive on the gap in women in alternatives despite 

Women's Association of Venture and Equity (WAVE) Career Forum in 

the proven value to diversity. The goal of the Career Forum is to broaden the funnel 

The goal of the Career Forum is to broaden the funnel